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ABSTRACT
While users today have access to many tools that assist in perform-
ing large scale data analysis tasks, understanding the performance
characteristics of their parallel computations, such as MapReduce
jobs, remains difficult. We present PerfXplain, a system that en-
ables users to ask questions about the relative performances (i.e.,
runtimes) of pairs of MapReduce jobs. PerfXplain provides a new
query language for articulating performance queries and an algo-
rithm for generating explanations from a log of past MapReduce
job executions. We formally define the notion of an explanation to-
gether with three metrics, relevance, precision, and generality, that
measure explanation quality. We present the explanation-generation
algorithm based on techniques related to decision-tree building. We
evaluate the approach on a log of past executions on Amazon EC2,
and show that our approach can generate quality explanations, out-
performing two naı̈ve explanation-generation methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
The volume of data collected by businesses today is rapidly in-

creasing. This data includes web crawls, search logs, click streams,
network monitoring logs, and others. At the same time, tools for
analyzing that data are becoming increasingly powerful and easy to
use. Examples include parallel database management systems [27,
39, 47], MapReduce-based systems [14, 19, 28, 31, 40, 41], and
others [9, 13, 33, 46, 52]. Large-scale clusters for carrying out this
analysis are also becoming common-place. As a result, vast vol-
umes of data are analyzed every day by a large variety of users.

Increasingly, users who write the MapReduce programs [19, 28],
Pig Latin scripts [40], or declarative queries (e.g., HiveQL [31] or
SQL) to analyze the data are not experts in parallel data processing,
but are experts in some other domain. They need to ask a variety
of questions on their data and these questions keep changing. For
these users to be successful, they need to be self-sufficient in their
data analysis endeavours. They cannot rely on administrators or
distributed systems experts to help them debug and tune their anal-
ysis workloads, because there simply are not enough experts.

While most users already have tools to test and debug the correct-
ness of their SQL queries or MapReduce programs before running

them at massive scale, there are limited tools to help understand,
diagnose, and debug any performance problems. The performance
of parallel programs can be challenging to understand. As an exam-
ple, when a user runs a MapReduce job and the job seems to take
an abnormally long time, the user has no easy way of knowing if
the problem is coming from the cluster (e.g., high load or machine
failures), from some configuration parameters, from the job itself,
or from the input data.

In this paper, we present PerfXplain, a system that assists users
in debugging the performance of MapReduce applications in a
shared-nothing cluster. PerfXplain lets users formulate perfor-
mance queries in its own language called the PerfXplain Query
Language (PXQL). A PXQL query identifies two MapReduce jobs
or tasks. Given the pair of jobs (tasks), the query can inquire about
their relative performances: e.g., Why did two MapReduce jobs
take the same amount of time even though the second one pro-
cessed half the data? Why was the last task in a MapReduce job
faster than any of the other tasks in that job?

Given a query in PXQL, PerfXplain automatically generates an
explanation for this query. Informally, an explanation consists of
two predicates that hold true about the pair of identified execu-
tions. The first predicate, which we refer to as the despite clause,
maximizes the probability of seeing the expected behavior. Mean-
while, the second predicate, called the because clause, maximizes
the probability of the observed behavior. For example, if a user
asks “why was the last task in this MapReduce job faster than any
of the other tasks”, an explanation might be: “even though the last
task processed the same amount of data as the other tasks (despite
clause), it was faster most likely because the overall memory uti-
lization on the machine was lower (because clause) when it exe-
cuted”. When the predicate in the despite clause is true, a pair of
tasks typically has the same runtime. Within that context, the be-
cause clause then explains why the user observed a performance
different than anticipated. The despite clause thus helps ensure that
the explanation given by the because clause is relevant to the iden-
tified pair of tasks, rather than just producing a generally-valid ar-
gument.

Hence, unlike prior work, which focused on predicting relational
query performance [25, 26], predicting MapReduce job perfor-
mance [24, 37, 38], automatically tuning MapReduce jobs [10, 20,
29, 30, 34] or relational queries [6, 8, 15, 16], and automatically di-
agnosing failures [21], the goal of PerfXplain is to explain the per-
formance similarity or difference between pairs of MapReduce job
or task executions. In this paper, we focus on explaining runtimes,
but our approach can directly be applied to other performance met-
rics. Additionally, while our implementation and evaluation focus
on MapReduce jobs, PerfXplain represents the execution of a sin-
gle job or task as a vector of features, where each configuration



parameter and runtime metric is a feature. As such, the approach is
more broadly applicable.

PerfXplain uses machine learning to generate explanations. All
performance queries in PerfXplain take the following form: The
user specifies what behavior he or she expected (e.g., “I expected
the last task to take the same amount of time as the others”), option-
ally why the user expected that behavior (e.g., “all tasks executed
the same join algorithm”), and what behavior the user observed
(e.g., “the last task was faster than the others”). To produce its
explanations, PerfXplain utilizes a log of past MapReduce job ex-
ecutions along with their detailed configuration and performance
metrics. Given a PXQL query, PerfXplain, identifies positive ex-
amples (pairs of jobs/tasks that performed as the user expected),
and negative examples (pairs of jobs/tasks that performed as the
user observed). From these examples, PerfXplain learns both the
most likely reason why the pair should have performed as expected
and, within that context, the most likely cause why the pair per-
formed as observed. PerfXplain generates explanations from these
two models. The key challenge for generating these explanations is
to ensure that every explanation is highly precise, and at the same
time as general as possible so that the user can apply this newly
acquired knowledge to other scenarios. Overall, we make the fol-
lowing contributions:

1. We propose a simple language, PXQL, for articulating
queries about the performance of a pair of MapReduce jobs
or tasks (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

2. We formally define the notion of a performance explanation
and three metrics relevance, precision, and generality to as-
sess the quality of an explanation (Section 3.3).

3. We develop an approach for efficiently extracting perfor-
mance explanations that have high relevance, high precision,
and good generality from a log of past MapReduce job exe-
cutions (Section 4).

4. We evaluate the approach using a log of MapReduce jobs
executed on Amazon EC2 [1]. We show that PerfXplain is
able to generate explanations with higher precision than two
naı̈ve explanation-generation techniques, and offer a better
trade-off between precision and generality (Section 6).

2. MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
We start with a motivating scenario that illustrates the need for

PerfXplain. We then present the key types of performance queries
that PerfXplain is designed to answer.

2.1 PerfXplain Motivation
Parallel data processing systems, such as MapReduce, can ex-

hibit wildly varying performances when executing jobs. Indeed, the
performance of a given MapReduce job depends on (1) the details
of the computation to perform, (2) the volume of data that must be
processed and its characteristics (such as the distribution of values
in the input data, which can cause imbalance in processing times
between tasks), (3) the current load, hardware configuration, and
health of the cluster where the computation is being carried out,
and (4) the configuration parameters for the cluster and for the job
(block size, number of reducers, amount of memory allocated to
the combiner [28], etc.).

Today, it is difficult for users to understand and fix any perfor-
mance problems associated with their MapReduce computations.
Working with scientists at the University of Washington, we have

seen numerous cases of these problems. We have even faced such
challenges ourselves.

As an example, consider a user who executes a MapReduce job
on a 32GB dataset in a cluster with 150 machines. The job takes
30 minutes to run but produces a wrong answer. To debug her
job, the user decides to execute it on a smaller, 1GB, dataset. By
reducing the size of the dataset, the user hopes to speed-up her
debug cycle. However, the smaller dataset also takes 30 minutes
to run. Today, the user has limited tools to figure out why both
datasets took the same amount of time to process, while the user
expected a significant runtime improvement.

PerfXplain’s goal is to help users debug this type of performance
problem. In this case, the user would pose the following query:

I expected job J2 to be much faster than job J1. Why did it take
the same amount of time to run?

In this scenario, the explanation is: “because the block size is
large”. Indeed, because the block size was set to a recommended
value of 128 MB, the 32 GB dataset was split into 256 blocks and
the 1 GB dataset was split into 8 blocks. Each machine can run two
concurrent map and two concurrent reduce tasks (i.e., each machine
has two map and two reduce slots), and thus neither the small nor
large dataset used the full cluster capacity. The processing time was
the time it takes to process one block of data, which is the same for
both datasets.

Given such an explanation, the user can then take action. For
example, she can reduce the block size or perhaps choose to debug
the query locally on the 1GB dataset.

2.2 Types of Performance Queries
PerfXplain is designed to answer a variety of queries related to

MapReduce application performance. Queries about runtimes refer
to two MapReduce jobs or to two MapReduce tasks. The reasoning
for this is that a user’s expectation for how long a job should take,
in general, comes from past experience. This is why we require the
user to identify another job as a point of reference. Similarly, tasks
have abnormal runtimes only in relation to the runtime of other
tasks. By identifying the second job or task, the user clarifies where
his runtime expectations come from. We identify two basic types of
queries that users may have about the duration of a MapReduce job
or task. The first type of queries ask why runtimes were different.
The second type asks why runtimes were the same. We illustrate
this classification with the following examples:

EXAMPLE 1. Different durations. I expected job J2 to be
much faster/slower than job J1. However, they have almost the
same durations. Why?

EXAMPLE 2. Same durations. I expected job J1 and J2 to
have a similar duration. However, J2 was much faster/slower than
J1. Why?

Additionally, performance queries can either be general queries
as above or can be constrained queries by the addition of a despite
clause. Constrained queries can help produce more relevant expla-
nations as we demonstrate in Section 6.

EXAMPLE 3. Different durations (constrained). Despite hav-
ing less input data, job J2 had the same runtime as J1. I expected
J2 to be much faster. What is the explanation?

EXAMPLE 4. Same durations (constrained). Despite having
a similar input data size and both using the same number of in-
stances, J2 was much slower than J1. I expected both to have a
similar duration. What is the explanation?



Finally, similar types of queries can be asked both for jobs and
for tasks. Task runtimes can be compared within and across jobs.

EXAMPLE 5. I expected all map tasks to have similar durations
since they processed the same amount of data. However, task T2

was faster than the other tasks, e.g., T1. Why was this the case?

3. PERFORMANCE QUERIES
We introduce PerfXplain’s data model and language.

3.1 Data Model
Job and Task Representation: To generate its explanations,

PerfXplain assumes that it has access to a log of past MapReduce
job executions. PerfXplain models job executions using the
following schema for jobs:

Job(JobID,feature1,. . .,featurek,duration)

and the following schema for MapReduce tasks:
Task(TaskID,JobID,feature1,. . .,featurel,duration).

The features for MapReduce jobs include configuration parame-
ters (e.g., DFS block size, number of reduce tasks), system perfor-
mance metrics (e.g., metrics collected by Ganglia [2]), data char-
acteristics (e.g., input data size), and application-level details (e.g.,
the relational operator corresponding to the MapReduce job if the
job was generated from HiveQL or Pig Latin). In our current im-
plementation, the features for tasks include all features that are col-
lected in the MapReduce log files (e.g. the task type, map input
bytes, map output bytes), the MapReduce job it belongs to, as well
as all the system performance metrics collected by Ganglia during
the task execution. PerfXplain comes configured with collecting
these specific features but can easily be extended to use additional
features.

Throughout the paper, we will refer to job and task executions
with their JobID or TaskID, respectively. To refer to the value of
a feature f for a specific job J, we will use the notation J.f.

Representation of Examples: Because PerfXplain answers
queries about pairs of jobs (or tasks), all the examples that it learns
from come in the form of pairs of jobs. We refer to a pair of jobs as
a training example. A training example consists of 4 · k features,
where k is the number of features that we collect for a single job or
task (we call these the raw features).

Table 1 lists the features that we compute for each training ex-
ample. The left column enumerates the set of features (which we
refer to as F), and the right column specifies the domain for each
feature. We assume that we know the domains of the raw features.
We denote the domain of a feature f with dom(f).

The computed features (i.e., those listed in Table 1) encode the
relationship between the two jobs for each raw feature, at varying
levels of resolution. The first set of features, which are of the form
fi isSame, are binary features that represent whether the two jobs
have the same value for featurei. The second set of features, of
the form fi compare, represent whether J1’s value for featurei
is much less than (LT), similar to (SIM) 1, or much greater than (GT)
J2’s value for featurei. This feature is appropriate only for nu-
meric features and thus the value of the feature is set to be missing
for nominal features. Similarly, the third set of features, which are
of the form fi diff represent the change in value for featurei.
This feature is computed only for nominal features, and is thus set
to be missing if a feature is numeric. For example, if the value for
pigscript for J1 is filter.pig and for J2 is join.pig, then
the value of pigscript diff is (filter.pig, join.pig). We
1In the current implementation, two values are considered to be
similar if they are within 10% of one another.

Feature Domain
f1 isSame {T, F}
. . .
fk isSame {T, F}
f1 compare {LT, SIM, GT}
. . .
fk compare {LT, SIM, GT}
f1 diff dom(feature1) × dom(feature1)

. . .
fk diff dom(featurek) × dom(featurek)

f1 dom(feature1)

. . .
fk dom(featurek)

Table 1: Set of features that define a training example. The
features are computed for a pair of jobs (tasks), and encode the
relationship between the two jobs (tasks) for each raw feature,
at varying levels of resolution.

refer to these three sets of features as comparison features, because
they compare the raw features of the two jobs (or tasks). Finally,
the fourth set of features are directly copied from the jobs if the jobs
have the same value for that feature. Namely, feature fi is set to the
value J1.featurei if J1.featurei = J2.featurei. Otherwise,
the feature is labeled as missing. We refer to these features as the
base features.

The key intuition behind the above feature choice is that they
span the range from general features (i.e., isSame features) to spe-
cific features (i.e., base features). The general features help abstract
details when they are not important, which has two implications.
First, explanations can become more generally applicable. Sec-
ond, pairs of jobs that have very different raw features can become
comparable. For example, if a task had a different runtime than
another because the load on the instance was different, PerfXplain
can generate an explanation of the form “CPU utilization isSame
= false” rather than “CPU utilization when running task 1 was X
while CPU utilization when running task 2 was Y”. At the same
time, detailed features are sometimes needed to get precise expla-
nations when details matter. For example, the reason why a job
took the same amount of time as another even though it used more
instances could be “because the block size was larger than or equal
to 128MB”.

3.2 PXQL Syntax
PXQL allows users to formulate queries over the performance of

either MapReduce jobs or tasks. To simplify the presentation, we
focus only on jobs in this section.

A PXQL query consists of a pair of jobs and three predicates
over their features. The first two predicates describe the observed
behavior for the two jobs and the reason why the user is surprised
by this behavior. The third predicate specifies what behavior the
user expected. Every predicate takes the form φ1∧ . . .∧φm, where
each φi is of the form f op c where f is a feature from Table 1, c
is a constant, and op is an operator. The set of operators supported
by PerfXplain include =, 6=, <,≤, > and , ≥.

DEFINITION 1. A PXQL query Q comprises a pair of jobs
(J1, J2) and a triple of predicates (des,obs, exp), where des,
obs and exp are predicates over J1 and J2’s features. Additionally,
des(J1, J2) = true, obs(J1, J2) = true, but exp(J1, J2) =
false. Furthermore, it must be the case that obs � ¬exp.

We refer to (J1, J2) as the pair of interest, and the predicates
as the despite, observed, and expected clauses, respectively.



1. OBSERVED duration compare = SIM
EXPECTED duration compare = GT

2. OBSERVED duration compare = LT
EXPECTED duration compare = SIM

3. DESPITE inputsize compare = GT
OBSERVED duration compare = SIM
EXPECTED duration compare = GT

4. DESPITE inputsize compare = SIM ∧
− −−−−numinstances isSame = T
OBSERVED duration compare = LT
EXPECTED duration compare = SIM

5. DESPITE inputsize compare = SIM ∧
− −−−−jobID isSame = T
OBSERVED duration compare = GT
EXPECTED duration compare = SIM

Figure 1: Example PXQL queries.

We use the following syntax for PXQL queries.

FOR J1, J2 WHERE J1.JobID = ? and J2.JOBID = ?
DESPITE des OBSERVED obs
EXPECTED exp

Informally, a PXQL query Q = (des,obs, exp) over the pair
of jobs J1, J2 can be read as “Given jobs J1 and J2, despite des,
I observed obs. I expected exp. Why?” PerfXplain’s goal is to
then reply with an explanation of the form:

DESPITE des′

BECAUSE bec

where des′ is a an extension of the user’s despite clause and
bec is a predicate over the features of the MapReduce jobs that
appeared in the query.

Figure 1 shows how each example from Section 2 translates
into a PXQL query. We omit the FOR clause. For example,
the first query asks why the two jobs had a similar duration
(duration compare = SIM) and that the user expected that J1
would be slower than J2 (duration compare = GT). As illus-
trated in the first two examples, the despite clause is optional.
Omitting the clause is equivalent to setting des to true. Example 5
shows that the same query language that we use for jobs serves to
ask performance queries over tasks.

3.3 PXQL Semantics
Given a PXQL query, PerfXplain must present the user with an

explanation.

DEFINITION 2. For a query Q = (des,obs, exp) over a pair
of jobs (J1, J2), a candidate explanationE is a pair of predicates
(des′,bec). The predicates are referred to as the despite, and
because clauses, respectively.

For instance, for Example 1, a candidate explanation is E =
(des′,bec) where des′ =(inputsize compare = GT) and
bec =(blocksize >= 128 MB ∧ numinstances ≥ 100).

The first requirement from an explanation is that it holds true
for the pair of jobs that the user is asking about. For example,
explanation E above says that the reason why the durations of J1
and J2 were similar is because the two jobs both had a large block
size and a large number of instances. However, this explanation
would not make sense if J1 and J2 did not satisfy these conditions.
In such a case, we say that E is not applicable to (J1, J2).

DEFINITION 3. A candidate explanation E = (des′,bec) is
applicable to a pair of jobs (J1, J2) if des′(J1, J2) = true and
bec(J1, J2) = true.

The applicability requirement for an explanation is a hard re-
quirement. Every explanation generated by PerfXplain must be ap-
plicable. Additionally, we define three metrics of the quality of an
explanation for a given log of MapReduce job executions.

DEFINITION 4. The relevance, Rel(E), of an explanation
E = (des′,bec) given a PXQL query (des,obs, exp) is the
following conditional probability:

Rel(E) = P (exp|des′ ∧ des). (1)

Intuitively, an explanation with high relevance identifies
(through the des′ ∧ des clause) the key reasons why the pair of
jobs should have performed as expected. For example, if we con-
sider our explanationE from above, it has a high relevance because
its des clause specifies that it consider only pairs of jobs where
inputsize compare = GT. Indeed, given that the input size of
J1 is greater than J2, we would expect that J1 be slower than J2.
By considering only pairs of jobs that satisfy the des′∧des clause,
the explanation given by the bec clause is more relevant because it
focuses on circumstances that are specific to the user query. In
our example, the bec clause identifies why pairs of jobs where
one job consumes a much greater input still can have the same run-
time. This explanation is more relevant to the query than one which
would have explained why a job can have the same runtime as an-
other job, in general.

DEFINITION 5. The precision, Pr(E), of an explanation E =
(des′,bec) given a PXQL query (des,obs, exp) is the following
conditional probability:

Pr(E) = P (obs|bec ∧ des′ ∧ des). (2)

A precise explanation tries to identify why, in the context of des′

and des, did the pair in question most likely perform as it did in-
stead of as expected. For example, consider E′ = (des′,bec′)
where bec′ = blocksize >= 128 MB. This is a shorter version
of E from above. E′ has most likely a lower precision than E be-
cause it is rarely the case that two jobs have a similar runtime just
because they have the same large block size. On the other hand, if
the two jobs also executed in a large cluster, then it is likely that nei-
ther used the full cluster capacity and the runtime was determined
by the time to process one large block of data.

Though precision is necessary, an explanation with high preci-
sion may still be undesirable. Consider the following because
clause: start time = 1323158533 ∧ instance url =

12-31-39-E6.compute-1.internal:localhost/127.0.0.1.
Such an explanation can have a precision of 1.0, yet it is still not
a good explanation. A good explanation is one that can apply to
more than one setting. In fact, we posit that the more settings
where an explanation applies, the better the explanation, because it
identifies more general patterns in job performance. We measure
this third property with the following metric.

DEFINITION 6. The generality, Gen(E), of an explanation
E = (des′,bec) given a PXQL query (des,obs, exp) is the
following conditional probability:

Gen(E) = P (bec|des′ ∧ des). (3)

Note that precision and generality are closely related to the data
mining concepts of confidence and support, respectively. The only
difference is that our terms explicitly refer to the various clauses
of the explanation. Namely, precision is the confidence that the



because clause leads to observed behavior in the context of the
despite clause, and generality is the support of the because
clause in the context of the despite clause.

Given a PXQL query, PerfXplain’s goal is to generate an appli-
cable explanation that achieves high precision, relevance and gen-
erality. However, as in the example above, precision and generality
are usually in direct conflict with one another. Thus, a helpful ex-
planation must strike a good balance between the two metrics.

Finally, PerfXplain orders the predicates in the despite and be-
cause clauses so that the important predicates appear first. A pred-
icate is more important than another if it achieves higher marginal
relevance (in the despite clause) or higher marginal precision (in
the because clause).

4. PXQL QUERY EVALUATION
In this section, we describe how PerfXplain generates explana-

tions for PXQL queries. We begin with a few definitions.

4.1 Terminology
Given a PXQL query and a pair of jobs in the log, we first say

that the pair of jobs is related to a query if it satisfies the des clause
and either the expected or observed clauses.

DEFINITION 7. A pair of jobs (J1, J2) is related to a PXQL
query Q = (des,obs, exp) if des(J1, J2) = true ∧
(exp(Ji, Jj) = true ∨ obs(Ji, Jj) = true).

Further, we say that a related pair of jobs performed as expected
or as observed with respect to the query depending on whether it
satisfied the expected or observed clause. More formally:

DEFINITION 8. A pair of jobs (Ji, Jj) performed as ex-
pected with respect to a PXQL query Q = (des,obs, exp) if
des(Ji, Jj) = true ∧ exp(Ji, Jj) = true.

Similarly,

DEFINITION 9. A pair of jobs (Ji, Jj) performed as ob-
served with respect to a PXQL query Q = (des,obs, exp) if
des(Ji, Jj) = true ∧ obs(Ji, Jj) = true.

4.2 Approach
Given a query Q, PerfXplain generates an explanation in the

form of a pair of des’ and bec clauses. The constructions of these
two clauses is symmetrical. We first explain how PerfXplain gen-
erates the bec clause.

Overview of bec clause generation. The bec clause generation
takes two inputs. The first input is the log of past MapReduce job
executions. Each pair of jobs in the log forms a training example,
which is represented by a combined vector of features as shown in
Table 1. These job pairs and their features serve as the basis for
generating the explanation. The second input is the PXQL query
itself. The query comprises the pair of jobs of interest, (J1, J2)
and the three predicates: (des,obs, exp).

The key idea behind performance explanation is to identify the
conditions why the pair of interest performed as observed rather
than performing as expected. This condition takes the form of a
predicate on the job-pair features (i.e., those listed in Table 1). As
discussed in the previous section, we want an explanation that is
both precise and general: an explanation is precise if whenever a
pair of jobs satisfies it, that pair is likely to perform as observed. At
the same time, an explanation is general if it applies to many pairs
of jobs in the log.

Detailed algorithm for bec clause generation. Algorithm 1
shows the detailed bec clause generation approach. The algorithm
takes as input a PXQL query, the pair of interest (J1, J2), the set of
all jobs J , and the desired explanation width w. The width is the
number of atomic predicates in the explanation.

Lines 1-2: Construct training examples. The
first step in the explanation generation process (i.e.,
constructTrainingExamples) identifies the related
pairs of jobs in the log. Only pairs that satisfy the des predicate
and either the obs or exp predicates are used to generate an
explanation for the given query. The obs and exp predicates also
serve to classify job pairs as performing either as observed or as
expected. Next, the algorithm keeps just a sample of this set. We
further discuss sampling in Section 4.3.

Given these training examples, the algorithm generates the ex-
planation as a conjunction of atomic predicates. It grows the expla-
nation by adding atomic predicates in a greedy fashion. To select
each atomic predicate, the algorithm identifies (a) the “best” predi-
cate for each feature, and then (b) selects the “best” predicate across
features.

Line 5: Construct best predicate for each feature. An atomic
predicate is of the form f op c. Thus, given a feature f , in order
to find the best predicate, PerfXplain must select the best op and
constant c pair. For nominal attributes, the only operator it consid-
ers is equality. For numeric attributes, it considers both equality
and inequality operators. In order to select the best predicate for a
feature, PerfXplain identifies the predicate with the highest infor-
mation gain, which is defined as:

Information Gain(P, φ) = H(P )−H(P |φ)

where φ is the predicate, P is the pairs of jobs in consideration, and
H(P ) is the information entropy of P . When we consider φ, we
think about the two partitions that φ creates: the pairs that satisfy
φ and the pairs that do not. By maximizing the information gain,
we want to find the predicate that leads to two partitions where the
partitions each have a lower entropy (or higher “purity”) than the
entropy of the full set of pairs.

As an example, consider Figure 2. The leftmost box represents
the full set of training examples we are considering. The training
examples are depicted with either a + (if an example performed
as observed) or with a − (if it performed as expected). Suppose
for a feature f , we are considering two predicates. For example,
for blocksize we may be considering blocksize > 64MB and
blocksize ≤ 256MB. The two predicates are illustrated by the
second (A) and third (B) boxes in Figure 2. The grey area rep-
resents where a training example satisfies the predicate. Now, if
we consider the two predicates, clearly A is a better predicate than
B, because it is doing a better job of separating the +’s from the
−’s. The information gain metric captures exactly this intuition.
Entropy is defined as H(P ) = −plog2(p) − (1 − p)log2(1 − p)
where p is the fraction of +’s. In our example, p = 0.6 for the
full sample. Thus, our original entropy is 0.97. The entropy of the
sample in A is 0.1, which is calculated by taking the weighted av-
erage of the entropies of both the grey side and the white side (the
two partitions created by the predicate). Thus, the information gain
for A is 0.87. For B, the entropy is 0.97, which is an information
gain of 0. Therefore, the predicate depicted in A is better than the
predicate depicted in B.

Lines 6-15: Identify the best cross-feature predicate. For each
of the above per-feature predicates, the algorithm computes its pre-
cision and generality. Both precision and generality are measured
over the set of job-pairs (P in Algorithm 1) that are related to the



PXQL query and satisfy the explanation constructed so far. We
compute precision as the number of jobs-pairs that satisfy the pred-
icate and perform as observed, divided by the number of job-pairs
in that satisfy the predicate. Generality is the fraction that satisfies
the predicate. The score of a predicate then becomes a weighted
average of its precision and its generality scores (line 13). In the
current implementation, we use a weight of w = 0.8 (thus favoring
precision over generality).

Note, however, that the score is not simply a weighted average
over the raw precision and generality scores. Instead, it calculates a
relative score for each. Consider the precision score, or precScore,
as an example. To calculate it, PerfXplain computes the precisions
of all the predicates, ranks them, and replaces the precision values
with the percentile ranks. PerfXplain does the same transformation
for the generality score. In our earlier implementation, we had not
included this step, and we found that because the generality scores
tended to be much lower than the precision scores (especially as the
explanation grew in width), the generality was not having enough
impact on the predicate score. Therefore, we introduced this step
to normalize the two scores before taking their weighted average.
Finally, the predicate with the highest score is added to the expla-
nation.

Lines 16-18: Extend explanation and continue. To further re-
fine the explanation, PerfXplain iterates and adds additional atomic
predicates. At each iteration, PerfXplain considers only those job
pairs that satisfy the bec predicate generated so far. Some of the
job pairs still performed as expected in that set. PerfXplain then
identifies an additional atomic predicate that isolates these job pairs
from the others while correctly classifying the pair of interest. The
resulting extended predicate forms a more precise explanation for
why the pair of jobs performed as observed rather than performing
as expected. The algorithm stops once a clause of widthw has been
generated.

The result of the algorithm is an explanation consisting of a bec
clause with w atomic predicates.

Generating the des’ clause. Given a PXQL query, the bec pred-
icate strives to capture a precise yet general reason why some jobs
performed as observed rather than performing as expected. The
bec predicate is restricted to hold for the pair of interest identified
in the query. In spite of this constraint, we found that it was often
the case that the explanation would produce overly generic reasons
why a pair of jobs performed as observed rather than performing
as expected. For example, consider the case where a user asks why
two jobs had the same runtime instead of one job being faster than
the other. In the absence of a des clause, a general and precise ex-
planation of width 1 says that the two jobs executed on the same
number of instances. Instead, if the system generates the explana-
tion not by using the entire log but by only considering the subset
of job pairs where one job processed a significantly larger amount
of data than the other, the most precise and general explanation
changes. For this subset of jobs, the explanation becomes about
block size and cluster size. The latter explanation is more relevant
to the pair of interest. The des clause captures this intuition in a
principled fashion.

In the current implementation, by default, PerfXplain generates
only the bec clause in an explanation, and the user must explicitly
request a des clause. An easy modification is to set a relevance
threshold r. If the user’s des clause achieves a relevance score less
than r, then PerfXplain will extend the clause automatically until
its score reaches this threshold or it can not further be improved.

Conveniently, the des’ clause generation technique is symmetric
to the bec clause generation. In order to generate the des’ clause,
PerfXplain uses the same algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. How-
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Figure 2: Example of information gain.

Algorithm 1 PerfXplain Algorithm
Input: PXQL query q = (des, obs, exp), jobs J1 and J2, set of all jobs J ,

width w
Output: an explanation X
1: P ← constructTrainingExamples(J, q)
2: P ← sample(P, J1, J2)
3: X ← true
4: for i = 1 . . . w do
5: predicates← [ maxInfoGainPredicate(f) : f ∈ F ]
6: precisions← [ P (obs|p,X) : p ∈ predicates]
7: generalities← [ P (p|X) : p ∈ predicates ]
8: predScores← []
9: for j ∈ [1 . . . |predicates|] do
10: p← predicates[j]
11: precScore← normalizeScore(precisions[j], precisions)
12: genScore← normalizeScore(generalities[j], generalities)

13: predScores.append((p, w · precScore+ (1−w) · genScore)
14: end for
15: (bestPred, bestScore)← argmaxp∈predScores p.score

16: X ← X ∧ bestPred
17: P ← [ p : p ∈ P ∧X holds true for p]
18: end for
19: return X

ever, it changes line 6 to measure relevance P (exp|p) instead of
precision P (obs|p).

Once PerfXplain has generated a sufficient des’ clause, PerfX-
plain verifies the clause with the user. If the user approves this
clause, it is added to the user’s PXQL query, and PerfXplain can
proceed to generating the bec clause, and thus a full explanation.

Comparison to other machine-learning techniques. Expla-
nation generation is related to classification problems in machine
learning. In particular, our approach is related to decision trees [42]
since both identify predicates over features that separate examples
into two classes (observed and expected in our case). There are
however several important distinctions. First, unlike a decision
tree, performance explanation must ensure that the pair of interest
is always correctly classified as performing as observed. Second,
performance explanation need not categorize all pairs of jobs in the
log. Instead, it must generate a predicate that yields a relevant, pre-
cise, and general explanation given the pair of interest. In order to
achieve this goal, performance explanation must construct a des’
clause before generating the bec clause. Additionally, it must con-
sider the precision and generality metrics during the construction
of each of these two clauses.

While we cannot apply decision trees directly to the performance
explanation problem, we still re-use the notion of information gain
for constructing the best predicate for each feature. In our proto-
type, we use the C4.5 [42] technique for finding the predicate that
maximizes the information gain metric.

4.3 Sampling
To maintain a low response-time for the explanation generation,

PerfXplain samples the training examples related to the current
query (line 2 of Algorithm 1). Sampling also helps balance the
number of positive and negative examples that will contribute to
the explanation. A balanced sample is one in which there is ap-



proximately the same number of examples labeled as observed and
as expected. A highly unbalanced sample can cause PerfXplain to
believe that a trivial explanation is sufficient. For example, if a sam-
ple consists of pairs where 99% performed as observed, PerfXplain
will decide that the empty explanation is good as it will achieve a
precision of 99%.

The sampling method operates as follows. It iterates through
each training example. If the desired sample size is m and T is the
set of all training examples, then the sampling technique keeps a
training example t with probability:

p =

{
m/(2 · |{x ∈ T : obs(x) = true}|) if obs(t) = true
m/(2 · |{x ∈ T : exp(x) = true}|) if exp(t) = true

For instance, consider a set of training examples that consists
mostly of pairs labeled with observed and very few with expected.
In this case, a training example labeled with observed will have a
lower probability of being selected for the sample than a training
example labeled with expected. In our current implementation, we
use a sample size of 2000.

Currently, PerfXplain randomly samples training examples,
which already yields high-quality explanations as we show in Sec-
tion 6. Biasing the samples in some way, such as ensuring that
priority is given to executions that correspond to a varied set of
jobs, could possibly improve explanation quality further. We leave
this question open for future work.

5. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
In this section, we describe two naı̈ve techniques for constructing

explanations. Though at first glance, both techniques seem like
they may be sufficient for generating good explanations, we see
that both fall short in different ways. We compare the PerfXplain
approach to these techniques in Section 6.

5.1 RuleOfThumb Approach
This technique first identifies which features of a job have a high

impact on the runtime of a job in general. Then it points to dif-
ferences in these features as the explanation. This identification of
important features is executed only once, and is not performed per
PXQL query. Once the user issues a PXQL query along with a pair
of interest (J1, J2), RuleOfThumb returns the top-w features that
the two jobs disagree on (where w is the width of the explanation
desired). The features are ranked by their importance as determined
in the step described above.

Consider the following example. Suppose that the ini-
tial stage identifies that numinstances, inputsize, and
num reduce tasks are the most important features for deter-
mining the duration of a job, respectively. Suppose the user
has asked why job J1 is slower than job J2, and that both
jobs agree on the number of instances, but disagree on the in-
put data size and on the number of reduce tasks. In this case,
the explanation generated would be: inputsize isSame = F ∧
num reduce tasks isSame = F.

Any standard feature selection algorithm can be used to deter-
mine the most important features. In our implementation, we use
the Relief technique [44] because it is able to handle both numeric
and nominal attributes, as well as missing values.

The RuleOfThumb algorithm works well for some PXQL
queries. For example, it may be appropriate for queries that ask for
an explanation of why the runtime of two jobs is different because
the technique always points to differences in important features and
differences in features usually lead to differences in the runtime.
However, this approach completely ignores the PXQL query, and
will therefore, fail to satisfactorily answer many queries.

Algorithm 2 SimButDiff Algorithm
Input: PXQL query q = (des, obs, exp), jobs J1 and J2, set of all jobs J ,

width w, similarity threshold s
Output: an explanation X
1: T ← constructTrainingExamples(J, q)
2: isSameFeatures← [ f : f ∈ F ∧ f is a isSamefeature]
3: T ← reduceDimensionality(T, isSameFeatures)
4: k ← s · dimensionality(T )
5: S ← [ t : t ∈ T ∧ t agrees with (J1, J2) on ≥ k features]
6: featureScores = []
7: for f ∈ isSameFeatures do
8: d← |[ t : t ∈ S ∧ t.f 6= (J1, J2).f ]|
9: o← |[ t : t ∈ S ∧ t.f 6= (J1, J2).f ∧ exp(t) = true]|
10: featureScores.append((f, o

d ))

11: end for
12: featureScores← sort(featureScores)
13: X ← true
14: for i = 1 . . . w do
15: (f, score)← featureScores[i]
16: X ← X ∧ (f = (J1, J2).f)
17: end for
18: return X

5.2 SimButDiff Approach
Unlike the previous technique, the SimButDiff algorithm actu-

ally considers the PXQL query when generating its explanation.
It first finds all training examples that are similar to the pair of
interest, with respect to its isSame features. Among these simi-
lar pairs, for each feature fi, it measures the fraction of pairs that
performed as expected and disagreed on this feature to the num-
ber of pairs that disagreed on this feature. In essence, it performs
‘what-if’ analysis on each feature fi to check the following: if this
feature had been different, how likely is it that the pair would have
performed as expected. For example, if the pair of interest agree on
numinstances, it finds all pairs that were similar to the pair of in-
terest, but disagreed on the numinstances to see if that generally
leads to pairs that performed as expected. It measures this fraction
for each feature, and the features that have the highest fractions
constitute the explanation.

Algorithm 2 shows the details of this approach. In addition to
the PXQL query, the pair of interest, the set of all jobs, and the
desired width, the algorithm also takes as input a similarity thresh-
old s between 0 and 1. In the current implementation, a similarity
threshold of 0.9 has worked well.

The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, like the PerfXplain
algorithm, it constructs the training examples (line 1). However,
it keeps only the isSame features (lines 2-3). Next, it filters out
training examples that are not similar to (J1, J2), the pair of interest
(lines 4-5). A training example is similar if it agrees with the pair
of interest on at least s fraction of the isSame features.

Next, the algorithm iterates through every feature and calculates
a score for it (lines 6-11). The score for a feature f is the frac-
tion of training examples that perform as expected among those
that disagree with (J1, J2) on f . The features are then sorted in
descending order of these scores (line 12) and the explanation is a
conjunction of predicates of the form f = (J1, J2).f , constructed
in order of the score (lines 14-17).

The SimButDiff algorithm only utilizes the isSame features be-
cause they are binary features, and thus it is easy to identify the
training examples that disagree with (J1, J2) on a feature (i.e.,
check that the training example takes on the one different value).
Secondly, it is simple to measure the similarity of two training ex-
amples by just counting the number of features that they agree on.
Were we to leverage some of the other features, we would need to
define similarity scores between the different values in the domain
of the feature.



Parameter Different Values
Number of instances 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
Input file size 1.3 GB, 2.6 GB
DFS block size 64 MB, 256 MB, 1024 MB
Reduce tasks factor 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
IO sort factor 10, 50, 100
Pig script simple-filter.pig, simple-groupby.pig

Table 2: The parameters we varied and the different values for each.

As such, because the SimButDiff technique leverages only the
isSame features, it fails to produce precise explanations where

more complex features are required. We show examples of such
PXQL queries in Section 6.

6. EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the three explanation generation ap-

proaches on two PXQL queries over real data that we collected on
Amazon EC2. We explore several aspects of the techniques. In
Section 6.3, we assume that the user has given us a well-specified
PXQL query, and we compare the precisions of the explanations
generated by each technique. In Section 6.4, we assume that the
user has provided an under-specified query, and investigate whether
PerfXplain is able to generate an effective despite clause. In Sec-
tion 6.5, we explore the case where the log consists of only one
type of MapReduce job, whereas the pair of jobs in question are
of a different type. We evaluate the impact of the log size on the
precision of explanations in Section 6.6. Finally, in Section 6.7, we
analyze the trade-off between generality and precision. We begin
with a description of the experimental setup (Section 6.1) and the
two PXQL queries that we use for this evaluation (Section 6.2).

6.1 Experimental Setup
To collect real data for our experiments, we ran two different Pig

scripts on Amazon EC2 and varied several parameters for each ex-
ecution. Table 2 shows the features that we varied and the different
values that we tried for each one.

The number of instances is the number of virtual machines used
for the job. The input file consists of a log of search queries sub-
mitted to the Excite [23] search engine. This is a sample file that
is used in the standard Pig tutorial. We concatenate the sample
file from the tutorial to itself either 30 or 60 times. This input
data file is then broken up into a given number of blocks. The
block size is set through the dfs.block.size parameter in the
MapReduce configuration file. The block size determines the num-
ber of map tasks that are generated for an input file (i.e., the num-
ber of map tasks is the input file size divided by the block size).
The reduce tasks factor determines the number of reduce tasks for
the job, using the mapred.reduce.tasks parameter. The fac-
tor is in relation to the number of instances. e.g.. If there are 8
instances, and the reduce tasks factor is 1.5, then the number of
reduce tasks is set to 12. The IO sort factor feature corresponds to
the io.sort.factor MapReduce parameter, and represents the
number of segments on disk to be merged together at a given time.
Finally, the Pig script parameter specifies which Pig job should be
executed. The simple-filter.pig script simply loads the in-
put file, filters out all queries where the query string is a URL, and
outputs the queries that remain. The simple-groupby.pig script
groups all the queries by user and outputs the number of queries
per user.

PerfXplain collects data at the job-level as well as
the task-level. For each task, PerfXplain extracts all
details it can from the MapReduce log file, including
hdfs bytes written, hdfs bytes read, sorttime,

shuffletime, taskfinishtime, and tracker name. We
refer the reader to a Hadoop guide for details of these proper-
ties [49]. Additionally, PerfXplain also monitors the instances
using Ganglia [2], which is a distributed monitoring system. Gan-
glia metrics include boottime, bytes in, bytes out, cpu idle,
and more. To be precise, PerfXplain runs Ganglia to measure these
metrics on each instance once every five seconds. For a given
task, it identifies the instance that the task was executed on, and
for each metric, it calculates the average value while the task was
executing. PerfXplain also percolates this monitoring data up to
the jobs. Namely, for each job and each metric, it calculates the
average value of the metric across all the tasks belonging to the
job. In total, PerfXplain records a total of 64 features for each task
and 36 features for each job.

The graphs in this section are generated as follows. We divide
the log into two logs: the training log and the test log. This split
is done randomly; we iterate through each job, add it to the train-
ing log with 50% probability, and all remaining jobs are added to
the test log. The training log is used as the basis for generating
the explanation. The test log is used to evaluate the explanation.
Namely, we measure the precision of the explanation over the test
log. We repeat this process ten times, and our graphs report the av-
erage results across these ten runs, along with errors bars to depict
the standard deviation.2

6.2 The PXQL Queries
We evaluate how well PerfXplain generates explanations for two

different PXQL queries. The first query asks why one task is faster
than another, and the second asks why one job is slower than an-
other. We measure the precision, relevance, and generality of the
explanations generated.

Here are the two PXQL queries that we use:

1. WhyLastTaskFaster:
FOR T1, T2
DESPITE jobID isSame = T ∧
inputsize compare = SIM ∧
hostname isSame = T
OBSERVED duration compare = LT
EXPECTED duration comare = SIM

2. WhySlowerDespiteSameNumInstances:
FOR J1, J2
DESPITE numinstances isSame = T ∧
pig script isSame = T
OBSERVED duration compare = GT
EXPECTED duration compare = SIM

The first query asks why the last task on an instance runs faster
than the earlier tasks that were executed on the same instance, even
though each task processes a similar amount of data. Interestingly,
we came across this query when we were puzzled by this pattern
while collecting our experimental data. The reason we discov-
ered was that the last task runs faster than earlier tasks because
the instances have two cores and can run two tasks simultaneously.
Sometimes, by the time the last task is reached, all other tasks are
completed, and the instance is free to run only one task. Thus, the
system load is lighter for the last task, and consequently the task is
completed faster.

The second query asks why a job is slower than another job even
though both jobs are running the same Pig script, and on the same
number of instances. The explanation here is that the input size of
the slower job is much greater than the input size of the faster job.
2A common evaluation method used in machine learning literature
is ten-fold cross validation. We did not use this technique because
it leads to a small test log consisting of a tenth of the jobs. A small
log is ineffective for testing because it results in too few pairs that
performed as observed. Therefore, we used 2-fold cross validation.
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Figure 3: Explanation precisions for (a) WhyLastTaskFaster, and (b) WhySlowerDespiteSameNumInstances with varying width. Precisions for (c)
when the log consists only of simple-groupby.pig jobs, and (d) at width-3 with varying log size for WhySlowerDespiteSameNumInstances.
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Figure 4: (a) Relevance of PerfXplain-generated despite clauses, (b) Precision versus generality for WhySlowerDespiteSameNumInstances, (c)
Precision of explanations for WhySlowerDespiteSameNumInstances with different feature levels.

6.3 Well-specified PXQL Queries
In this section, we evaluate PerfXplain’s explanation generation

technique for PXQL queries where the user has specified a rea-
sonable des clause as shown above. A good despite clause facili-
tates the generation of highly relevant explanations because the user
manually constrains the search space. We compare the PerfXplain
technique to the two naı̈ve techniques described in Section 5.

Figure 3(a) shows the precision of the explanations generated
by each technique for the WhyLastTaskFaster PXQL query. The
x-axis indicates the width threshold specified for the explanation.
Note that when the width is 0, the explanation is empty (or true)
and thus the precision is P (obs|des ∧ true) = P (obs|des).

With the exception of one run, both the RuleOfThumb and
PerfXplain approaches generate the same explanation (for width
3), and thus achieve similar precision: avg cpu user isSame =

F ∧ avg proc total isSame = F ∧ avg load one isSame

= F. The explanation says the task was faster because the average
CPU time spent on user processes is not the same, the average
total number of processes is not the same, and the average load
time across a minute is not the same. This explanation is generally
pointing towards the fact that the system load is different for the
two tasks, and thus this leads to the observed behavior. (In the
one exceptional run, PerfXplain generates an explanation starting
with avg load five isSame = F, which can also lead to faster
execution, but it achieves a slightly lower precision than the above
explanation.) The SimButDiff technique generates explanation
avg pkts in isSame = F ∧ avg bytes in isSame = F ∧
avg pkts out isSame = F. The first part says that the average

number of packets arriving is different, the second part talks
about average number of bytes in, and so on. This explanation is
well-grounded in the data; it is indeed the case that if two tasks
have a similar number of packets arriving, they also are likely to
perform as expected (i.e. have a similar duration). However, not
many pairs of tasks have a similar number of packets arriving,
and it is not the case that just because two tasks have a different
number of packets arriving that they will achieve very different
runtimes. The predicate avg cpu user isSame = F appears in
SimButDiff’s explanation, but usually not until the seventh or
eighth predicate.

Figure 3(b) shows the precision for the WhySlowerDespite-
SameNumInstances task. Here, the PerfXplain approach gener-
ates the following explanation (for width 3): inputsize compare

= GT ∧ avg load five compare = GT ∧ numinstances

<= 12. The first predicate in the explanation indicates that the
input size is larger, which is the correct explanation. It continues
to explain that the average load (measured at five-minute intervals)
for the slower job is higher, which is probably just a result of the
larger input size. Finally, it says that the number of instances is
small. This is also correct because if both jobs had a sufficiently
high number of instances, the change in data size would not have
affected the runtime.

The explanations of width 3 for RuleOfThumb and SimButDiff
are avg load five isSame = F ∧ avg proc total isSame

= F ∧ inputsize isSame = F and inputsize isSame = F

∧ iosortfactor isSame = T ∧ blocksize isSame = T,
respectively. Though both techniques note that the input size has



Query Avg Relevance Before Avg Relevance After
1 0.49 0.99
2 0.24 0.72

Table 3: Relevance of PXQL queries with an empty despite
clause versus with a PerfXplain-generated despite clause.

an impact on the duration, they can only point to the fact that the
input size is different (instead of greater than). Furthermore, the
RuleOfThumb does not include inputsize isSame = F until
the third predicate because it is distracted by other side-effects of a
larger input, which are that the average load and the total number
of process is different.

In summary, we see that PerfXplain generates explanations with
a better or equal average precision than the two naı̈ve tech-
niques. For example, for the WhySlowerDespiteSameNumIn-
stances query, at width 3, PerfXplain achieves at least 40.5%
higher precision than both techniques.

6.4 Under-specified PXQL Queries
In this section, we evaluate the quality of the des clauses gener-

ated by PerfXplain. We use the same PXQL queries as described
in Section 6.2 but this time with the des clause removed. Table 3
above shows the relevance without the des clause, as well as the rel-
evance with PerfXplain’s automatically generated des clause. For
this experiment, we restrict the clause to width 3.

Here are examples of des clauses that PerfXplain generates for
each of the two queries:

1. map output records isSame = T

∧ tracker name isSame = T ∧
map input records isSame = T ∧
file bytes written isSame = T

2. pigscript isSame = T ∧ numinstances isSame =

T ∧ blocksize isSame = T

For the WhyLastTaskFaster query (1), we see that the des
clause indicates that the numbers of map output records and the
number of input records are the same for both tasks, as is the
name of the tracker. The second and third predicates are analo-
gous to the user-specified des clause. The user-specified des clause
achieved an average relevance of 0.97, whereas the PerfXplain-
generated one achieves 0.99. For the second query, we see that
PerfXplain generates exactly the des clause that the user specified
with the additional blocksize isSame = T predicate at the end.
Thus, it achieves a slightly higher relevance score of 0.72 (the user-
specified des clause had a relevance of 0.6).

Figure 4(a) shows the relevance score for both PXQL queries for
des widths ranging from 0 to 5. Once again, width 0 represents
the relevance of the empty des clause. We see that for both PXQL
queries, PerfXplain is able to generate despite clauses with high
relevance.

In summary, we see that PerfXplain is able to generate a good
despite clause if the user fails to do so, thus increasing the rele-
vance of an empty despite clause by up to 200%.

6.5 Explaining a Different Job
In this section, we explore whether the techniques can support a

scenario in which the pair of interest is different from all the jobs in
the log. This experiment is trying to answer the question: Can we
use the approach to explain the performance of new jobs, different
from those executed in the past? We analyze this scenario for the

WhySlowerDespiteSameNumInstances query. The pair of inter-
est for this PXQL query consists of two jobs that are both running
the same Pig script: simple-filter.pig. The log, however, consists
only of the data for the simple-groupby.pig jobs (plus the pair of
interest).

In this experiment, we execute the three explanation-generation
algorithms over the log described above, and evaluate the explana-
tion precision over a log consisting of all the simple-filter.pig jobs.
Figure 3(c) presents the results.

Comparing the results to those in Figure 3(b), we see that PerfX-
plain performs slightly worse than when it has access to a normal
job log. For width-1 explanations, the precision is significantly
lower when PerfXplain has access to only simple-groupby.pig jobs
(0.63) versus with the full log (0.93). However, by width-3, the
difference shrinks to 0.02 (from 0.89 to 0.87). The average de-
crease in precision across the different widths for PerfXplain is
0.04. SimButDiff performs almost equivalently across the two
scenarios, achieving a slightly lower precision (average of 0.001
lower). The average decrease in precision for the RuleOfThumb
technique is 0.02.

In summary, we see that the precision of PerfXplain’s explana-
tions decrease slightly if the log consists of jobs that are different
from the jobs in question. For example, for width-3 explanations
we saw an average of only 2.7% decrease in precision.

6.6 Varying the Log Size
We investigate the effect of the log size on the different tech-

niques. Namely, we randomly selected x% of the jobs in the log to
use as the training log and varied x between 10% and 50%.

Figure 3(d) summarizes the results of the experiment for the
WhySlowerDespiteSameNumInstances query. The x-axis repre-
sents the size of the log we used, and the y-axis reports the preci-
sion. The results shown are for width-3 explanations. We see that
for the PerfXplain technique, the precision increases gradually with
the size of the job log. However, even with just 10% of the log, Per-
fXplain achieves an average precision of 0.84. However, the stan-
dard deviation of the precision at 10% is much higher than at 50%
(0.08 versus 0.02). In contrast, the precisions of the RuleOfThumb
and SimButDiff techniques are not significantly impacted by the
sample size. In fact, the SimButDiff approach does not seem to be
impacted by the sample size at all. The RuleOfThumb approach is
affected by the size of the log, and the general trend is that it gener-
ates better explanations when the log is larger (with the exception
of 0.4). However, the variance of its precision is high.

A key takeaway from this experiment is that even with a small
query log consisting of only 10% of the jobs, PerfXplain is able to
achieve a high precision of 0.84 for width-3 explanations.

6.7 Precision and Generality Trade-off
As we discussed in Section 3.3, an effective explanation gener-

ation approach should achieve a good trade-off between precision
and generality. Figure 4(b) plots the precision and generality scores
of explanations generated by the different techniques. As the fig-
ure shows, PerfXplain achieves a better trade-off between general-
ity and precision than the other approaches because its points fall
higher and more to the right than the points for the other two ap-
proaches. (We connect PerfXplain’s points to better show the posi-
tions of all its points in relation to the other techniques’ points.)

6.8 Using Different Features
Using the right set of features is crucial to generating good ex-

planations. On one hand, simpler features result in explanations
that are generally applicable. On the other hand, having access to



more complex features and just more features in general can lead
to explanations that achieve higher precision.

In this section, we investigate the effect of different feature sets
on the precision of the explanations that PerfXplain generates. We
consider three different feature sets, we call them levels.

1. Level 1 includes only the isSame features.
2. Level 2 includes the isSame features, the compare fea-

tures, and the diff features.
3. Level 3 includes the isSame features, the compare fea-

tures, the diff features, and the base features.

Figure 4(d) shows the precision of explanations for the WhyS-
lowerDespiteSameNumInstances PXQL query at each feature
level. As the figure shows, PerfXplain achieves a similar preci-
sion for both levels 2 and 3, which outperform level 1 by a signif-
icant margin. We see an improvement in precision for level 3 ver-
sus level 2, at width 3. Remember, that the explanation generated
by PerfXplain for this approach is inputsize compare = GT ∧
avg load five compare = GT ∧ numinstances <= 12. The
third predicate here says that it is because the number of instances
is small. This feature is not included at Level 2, and thus we see
the improvement at width 3.

In summary, we see that if we limit the set of features to only
the isSame features, PerfXplain suffers significantly in terms of
precision. However, hierarchy levels 2 and 3 perform similarly in
this scenario.

7. RELATED WORK
Database performance tuning. Many existing database man-

agement systems provide tools to examine and tune the perfor-
mance of SQL queries including Teradata [11], Oracle [18], SQL
Server [7, 8, 17], MySQL [3], DB2 [32], Postgres [4, 5], and oth-
ers. These tools focus on tuning the physical and logical designs
of a database. In contrast, our goal is to explain performance is-
sues across all layers of the system: from input data through con-
figuration parameters. Existing tools are also aimed at database
administrators. They show the physical plan of a query and point-
out potential problematic aspects such as table scans (instead of
indexes), full table-to-table product joins, etc. In contrast, our goal
is to help non-expert users understand the performance problems of
their queries. Our explanations cannot require detailed understand-
ing of how the system works. Finally, existing systems focus on the
performance of queries that are issued by applications and are thus
repeated frequently while we need to explain the performance of a
MapReduce job that, perhaps, has been executed only once.

More recent work has focused on MapReduce tuning and opti-
mizations [29, 20, 35, 45, 34]. Many of these techniques address
the problem from a different perspective from traditional database
optimizers. Consider Xplus [29] as an example. Given a query,
whereas existing database optimizers search for a plan first, and
then execute the plan, Xplus tries to find a better plan by running
a small set of plans proactively, collecting monitoring data from
these runs, and iterating until it finds a better plan.

Autonomic databases. Another line of work strives to make
database systems self-configurable, self-tuning, or autonomic, in-
cluding MapReduce systems [10, 30]. A key project in this space
is the Auto-Admin project, which aims to make DBMSs self-
administrating [16, 15, 8, 6]. This includes automatically select-
ing indexes and materialized views [16, 8], and allowing a DBA to
explore hypothetical configurations [15]. Research on autonomic
databases includes work on automating failure diagnosis [21].

However, even when the processing engine can tune itself, per-
formance problems can also come from the analysis code or input

data. As a result, even completely self-tuning systems will need to
be able to explain their performance to users.

Applying machine-learning to system modeling. There have
been many applications of machine-learning techniques to various
systems challenges such as predicting query performance [26], au-
tomatically monitoring and identifying system problems from con-
sole logs [51], root cause analysis of databases running on storage
area networks [12], optimizing multicore systems [25], as well as
parameter tuning in relational database systems [22, 48]. In con-
trast, in this work, our goal is to apply machine learning to the
problem of explaining the performance variations between differ-
ent executions of parallel computations in the form of MapReduce
jobs or tasks.

Machine learning tools. There exist many tools that are
commonly used for performing machine learning. For example,
Weka [50] is a Java library that implements a collection of machine
learning algorithms. Though not specifically for machine learning,
MATLAB [36] and R [43] are two popular tools for data analy-
sis, which often involves machine learning. Though they do not
provide unified libraries, the two tools provide good support for
matrices, vectors, and have a suite of visualizations that are helpful
in the machine learning workflow.

PerfXplain differs from these tools in that it is not a generic tool
for performing machine learning. Instead, it focuses only on ex-
plaining why two specific jobs did not perform as expected. As
such, it requires little from the user: a PXQL query and a log of
past job executions. It does not require the user to construct train-
ing data matrices nor implement machine learning algorithms. That
said, integrating PerfXplain with such tools would probably prove
incredibly helpful in the data analysis process.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem of debugging per-

formance problems in MapReduce computations. We presented
PerfXplain, a system that enables users to ask comparative
performance-related questions about either pairs of MapReduce
jobs or pairs of MapReduce tasks. Our current implementation con-
siders only queries over job or task runtimes but the approach can
readily be applied to other performance metrics.

Given a performance query, PerfXplain uses a log of past
MapReduce job executions to construct explanations in the form of
predicates over job or task features. PerfXplain’s key contributions
include (1) a language for articulating performance-related queries,
(2) a formal definition of a performance explanation together with
three metrics, relevance, precision, and generality for explanation
quality, and (3) an algorithm for generating high-quality explana-
tions from the log of past executions.

Experiments on real MapReduce job executions on Amazon EC2
demonstrate that PerfXplain can indeed generate high-quality ex-
planations, outperforming two naı̈ve explanation-generation meth-
ods. While our focus in this paper has been on MapReduce jobs,
because PerfXplain simply represents job or task executions as fea-
ture vectors, the approach has the potential to generalize to other
parallel data processing systems.
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